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ABSTRACT
-The fust museum, is a synthesis, a bond of specific timelines, derived by it’s own
name
(Future-Past-FUST). What is a void, or void space ? How can we percept it ? What is
the best way to relive history? Why do we have to relive it ? Is history only a tool that
helps us construct or form the future? These question went through my mind, while
working on this thesis. With fust museum i want to express the effect of the butterfly,
by reliving these 3 different timeline’s through an chronological order (the world war
2,
cold war and the future), but how are we so sure that the future will be as we think of
it ?
This is the part where the butterfly effect takes place, there are secret rooms inside of
the museum, that connects the main parts of it and give’s another dimension of the
future itself.
The museum starts counter-clockwise, trajectory to the left, because there is no right
way to war, and it ends through a decision of the visitor itself. Through this i tried to
articulate the ingredients that are exposed in the museum, not by imitating the history.

To provide meaningful architecture is not to parody history but to articulate it.
(Daniel Libeskind)

Keywords : synthesis, void, butterfly effect.
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Figure 1 (Experimenting with the form).

Figure 2 (Belarus,Minsk,O. Barbarossa).

Figure 3 (Omaha Beach,O.Overlord)

Figure 4 (Indirect Sun Lightning variable.SS).
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2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 History of site location

COLOGNE,GERMANY

(Cologne archive,1944-1945)
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2.2 World war 2 historical background
Key Dates that are mentioned inside the museum Fust:

March 15, 1939
In violation of the Munich Pact, Nazi Germany invades and occupies Bohemia and
Moravia, provinces of Czechoslovakia. Political turmoil caused by Slovakian separatists'
declaration of independence from Czechoslovakia left the country vulnerable and unable to
resist the invasion.
September 1, 1939
World War II begins when Nazi Germany invades Poland’s capital in a massive
encirclement attack. Within weeks of the invasion, German forces defeat the Polish army
and receive Warsaw’s official surrender.
June 22, 1941
In the largest German military effort of World War II, Nazi Germany launches Operation
Barbarossa, the invasion of the Soviet Union. Within a few weeks, the Soviet Union has
formally joined the Allied nations.
December 7, 1941
Japan launches a surprise attack on American soil and bombs Hawaii’s naval base at Pearl
Harbor on the island of Oahu. More than 2,300 American soldiers and sailors die in the
attack, and another 1,100 are wounded.
December 16, 1944 - January 16, 1945
Germany launches its last major offensive campaign in the Ardennes region of Belgium
and Luxembourg. The Battle of the Bulge becomes the largest battle fought along the
Western Front during World War II, and the German forces are ultimately driven back by
Allied troops.
August 6, 1945
The United States drops an atomic bomb on the Japanese city of Hiroshima, becoming the
first and only nation to use atomic weaponry in a wartime effort. The bomb’s immediate
impact takes the lives of an estimated 60,000 to 80,000 Japanese, American, and Korean
inhabitants. In the months following the explosion, the total fatalities rises to an estimated
135,000 as a direct or indirect result of the bomb.
August 9, 1945
The United States drops an atomic bomb on the Japanese city of Nagasaki. An estimated
40,000 to 75,000 people die immediately following the explosion, while an additional
60,000 people suffer severe injuries. By the end of 1945, the total death count reaches an
estimated 80,000./////September 2, 1945
Japan formally surrenders to the Allies and signs the Japanese Instrument of Surrender in
Tokyo Bay, effectively ending World War II in its entirety
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2.3 Cold war historical background
Key Dates that are mentioned inside the museum Fust
This Cold War timeline contains important dates and events from 1945 to 1991. It has been
written and compiled by Alpha History authors:
October 15th: CIA reports that surveillance photographs reveal the installation of Soviet
nuclear missiles in Cuba.
October 22nd: John F. Kennedy speaks on television, announcing a naval blockade of Cuba to
extract the missiles.
October 26th: US military sets DEFCON 2, prepares ballistic missiles and stocks B-52
bombers with nuclear weapons.
October 29th: Khrushchev announces the withdrawal of the missiles, following backroom
negotiations with the US.
1963
June 20th: The US and USSR agree to install a hotline to allow direct communication in the
event of a nuclear crisis.
July 25th: The US, UK and USSR sign the Partial Test Ban Treaty, which prohibits nonunderground nuclear test-firing.
November 2nd: South Vietnamese leader Ngo Dinh Diem is assassinated during a CIAauthorised coup.
November 22nd: US president John F. Kennedy is assassinated in the streets of Dallas.
1964
March 30th: A military coup in Brazil, possibly supported by the CIA, overthrows left-wing
president Joao Goulart.
April: US president Lyndon Johnson and Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev agree to reduce
production of nuclear weapons materials.
August 4th: The Gulf of Tonkin incident, where North Vietnamese torpedo boats allegedly fire
on the USS Maddox. The US becomes directly involved in the Vietnam War as a result of this
incident.
December 26th: The Supreme Soviet meets to formally dissolve the USSR.
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3 SITE ANALYSIS

(http://www.presidentsmedals.com/Entry-23691)
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4 CONCEPT CONFIGURATION
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5 ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT
-Concept
-Analysis
-Masterplan
-Siteplan
-Floor Plans
-Facades
-Sections
-Visuals
-Perspectives
-References
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6 RESULTS

-The results i want to achieve is to never violate civilian’s right based on their
Religion,Ethnicity, or Country of Origin.
-To strengthen the connections between the people for an rational future.
-in hope to may know the history and
never be a part of committing crime to
HUMANITY
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7 TERMINOLOGY DICTONARY

The butterfly effect is the sensitive dependence on initial conditions in which a small
change in one state of a deterministic nonlinear system can result in large differences in a
later state.

The Void is the philosophical concept of nothingness manifested. The notion of the Void
is relevant to several realms of metaphysics. The Void is also prevalent in numerous facets
of psychology, notably logotherapy

Synthesis combination or composition, in particular.
the combination of ideas to form a theory or system.

An Armistice is a formal agreement of warring parties to stop fighting. It is not necessarily
the end of a war.
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